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The war in Syria has reached a new level of intensity recently with a roller coaster series of
events  these  past  weeks.  The  SAA  and  their  allies  won  a  brilliant  victory  in  Aleppo
recapturing important areas that had been lost in the terrorist counter-offense at Ramouseh
(See my August 2016 article Syria Libya Crimea Turkey) This meant trapping what was left
of the massive terrorist force that had carried out this offensive and suffered huge losses in
the  process.  Suddenly  and  unsurprisingly  the  American’s  decided  to  suggest  a  ceasefire
which the Russians  foolishly  accepted and which would  have sacrificed many of  the gains
the Syrians have won on the battlefield during the epic battle of Aleppo.

In exchange all they would have received were empty promises to separate the non-existent
“moderate” rebels from Al Nusra. Making deals with the lame duck Obama administration is
of course completely pointless at this late stage. Hillary the Queen of Chaos will soon begin
her reign and the imperialist rampage she has planned will not be restrained by any empty
promises Obama and Kerry make to Russia in order to save their terrorist proxies.

This was made abundantly clear days later when someone at the pentagon (or the CIA)
decided to sabotage the whole rotten deal by treacherously bombing the heroic SAA troops
defending Deir Ezzor and it’s 300,000 civilians from the ISIS forces that surround them. Deir
Ezzor  is  a  symbol  both  of  the  heroism  of  Syria  fighting  on  despite  being  surrounded  by
enemies as well as a guarantee that Syria will not be balkanized. Plans to turn eastern Syria
into an independent terrorist state will never be successful so long as Deir Ezzor remains in
government hands. This is no doubt why someone decided to bomb Deir Ezzor’s defenders
just as ISIS was about to launch a major offensive. This is the second time the US has done
exactly the same thing last December they also bombed Deir Ezzor just as ISIS was about to
attack. Thus the american claim that this was an accident is laughable especially since this
time they returned to the scenes of their treacherous crime and bombed the SAA again as
they were trying to evacuate the wounded. They killed 62-80 SAA troops including a general
and injured hundreds more. The brief and treacherous Ceasefire ended and now the Battle
for Aleppo is being fought with renewed intensity and the SAA hope to finally be able to end
the terrorist siege of the city that has starved and terrorized the cities residents for years.

The Battle for Aleppo has been dubbed the “Mother of All Battles.” Ironically the current
chapter began months back when it was decided to take back the territory lost thanks to the
ceasefire  agreed  upon  last  spring.  The  Axis  of  Chaos  (US-NATO-Israel-GCC)  took  the
opportunity of that “Ceasefire” to massively rearm their terrorist proxies and to flood them
with anti-tank missile launchers and other new weapons. This enabled the NATO death
squads to  launch a major offensive in Aleppo seizing vital  supply route and reversing the
gains  made by the SAA earlier  in  the year.  That  earlier  ceasefire should  have ended right
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then but the Russians refused to face reality holding out hope that the US would ever honor
their  promise  to  separate  their  smaller  terrorist  groups  from  (I  refuse  to  call  them
“moderates”  since there is  zero  difference between them and ISIS  and Al  Nusra)  Al  Nusra
aka Al Qaeda in Syria. Anyways that is the charitable explanation for Russia’s behavior since
in  reality  they  know full  well  that  the  “moderates”  are  terrorists  and  the  US  is  only
interested in destroying Syria not in a peaceful settlement. Eventually they were forced to
abandon this charade when it became obvious the US was only using diplomacy to buy time
for their terrorist proxies to regroup.

The Battle for Aleppo began again and after months of stalemate the SAA began to make
real progress seizing the Castello Armas highway cutting off the terrorists supply route into
eastern Aleppo.  The terrorists  responded with  a  massive counter  attack on the South
Western part of the city breaking thru the SAA defenses and seizing their bases. For a
moment the terrorists and their supporters rejoiced  but it soon became clear that this
momentary victory would do nothing to relieve the siege on the area they controlled in
eastern Aleppo and that they had fallen into a trap of their own making. After weeks of hard
fighting the SAA and it’s allies were  able to trap the terrorists in south western Aleppo. In
the  process  the  terrorists  had laid  themselves  open to  massive  airstrikes  and artillery  fire
loosing thousands of men. It was a glorious victory and the position of the terrorists seemed
hopeless. They were cut off from their supplies and surrounded.

It was at this moment the US suddenly agreed to a ceasefire which would have forced the
SAA to release their stranglehold on the Castello Armas highway, halt their bombing allow
supplies  into  the  terrorist  controlled  areas,  even giving  americans  joint  control  of  the
Russian  air strikes  and other treacherous points of advantage to their death squad proxies.
It was irresponsible folly on the Russians part to agree to this deal after months of battle by
the SAA, Hezbollah, and their Iraqi, Palestinian, Iranian and afghani allies. It was highly
reminiscent of the Minsk agreement which saved fascist Ukraine from complete defeat back
in 2014. In exchange all they got was the same empty promises about detaching the smaller
terrorist groups from Al Nusra. Meanwhile in a few months whatever they agreed would
have  been  tossed  aside  anyways  once  a  new  president  took  office.  Frankly  Russian
diplomacy with it’s backroom deals with Israel, Turkey, and the US makes me and other
friends of Syria extremely nervous. The heroic people of Syria deserve better then to be
used as a bargaining chip in such schemes.

Thankfully  the  folly  of  the  Russians  was  exceeded  by  the  madness  of  the  Pentagon.
Although I’d say the CIA are the ones to blame since they run ISIS while the pentagon runs
the kurds where they have been engaged in a proxy war with each other in northern Syria a
new refinement in madness from the Empire of Chaos. Thus this incident should be seen in
the  context  of  the  the  decades  long  CIA  sabotage  of  presidents  efforts  at  detente  with
Russia from the downing of the U2, to the assassination of JFK, Watergate, even doubtless
the deep “October surprise” which put Reagan in office. Cold War 2.0 is just getting started
and the Russians were fools to think that anyone in the Obama Administration could stop it
now even if they wanted. This of course is doubtful since it was they who started it in the
first  place  with  first  the  war  on  Syria  and  then  the  coup  in  Maidan  that  installed  a  fascist
Junta in Ukraine. It’s the natural byproduct of American natural security doctrine to prevent
any rivals to the Empire of Chaos and as a result Russia and China will always be the main
targets. Even with the American puppet Yeltsin in power the US still expanded NATO and
destroyed Yugoslavia despite the tearful protests of their drunken pawn. Thus it is tragic to
see Russia betraying it’s allies in the hopes of winning the friendship of it’s enemies.
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The brave defenders of Deie Ezzor have repelled endless waves of ISIS attacks for years in
an area that ISIS completely controls. Deir Ezzor is a symbol of defiance and heroism to the
people of Syria, and to people all over the world who are able to see thru the western
propaganda narrative of the war. Deir Ezzor is a symbol that one day all of Syria will be
liberated from the terrorists. Thus we will never forget the criminal attack the US launched
while the ISIS  terrorists stood around laughing. If the Russians had not intervened to bomb
the ISIS attackers who launched their attack in coordination with the US the town could have
been in deadly danger of being over run. On the other hand the attack also destroyed the
disastrous new ceasefire agreement so in a perverse way we should be grateful that months
of  sacrifice  by  the  SAA  and  it’s  allies  in  the  battle  of  Aleppo  will  not  be  squandered  by
scheming  diplomats.

With  the  end  of  the  ceasefire  the  battle  for  Aleppo  has  been  renewed  with  even  greater
intensity. An aid convoy was destroyed probably by the terrorists themselves to vilify the
Syrian government possibly by the Syrians themselves to sabotage any attempts to renew
the  treacherous  ceasefire.  The  whole  thing  appears  to  be  yet  another  example  of  black
propaganda  by  the  US  but  it’s  not  clear  what  exactly  happened.

In Aleppo the terrorists are surrounded and the SAA is launching a three pronged offensive
to  finally  clear  the  city  which  has  been  looted,  starved  and  terrorized  for  years.
Unfortunately the Battle for Aleppo is still far from over and I just learned that the terrorists
have destroyed vital  pumping stations  cutting off 1.5  Million  people  from water.  Hopefully
some way will be found to bring them back online. It is the latest of many hardships suffered
by the brave people of Aleppo who have lost electricity, faced hunger, a shortage of medical
supplies and suffered constant mortar artillery and sniper attacks. Such criminal tactics will
not save them in the end. The  decisive victory in the battle of Aleppo by the SAA has
already shifted the balance of the battle in Syria’s favor. The SAA and it’s allies are already
making  new advances  recently  gaining  control  of  the  now deserted  refugee  camp at
Handaraat and a hospital. Obviously wars are extremely unpredictable especially Syria but
hopefully the SAA will now be able to capitalize on their earlier victories in the the Battle for
Aleppo and crush the terrorists occupying the city once and  for all.
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